Call for Papers

Japanese Society for Engineering Education
68th Annual Conference & Exposition
September 9 - 11, 2020
Educatng People, Building the Future
- Engineering human resources development for Society 5.0 -

JSEE INTERNATIONAL SESSION
September 10, 2020

International Cooperation in Engineering Education

(Please refer to JSEE website below for details of the Conference, such as authors guide for paper submission)
https://www.jsee.or.jp/english/conference

JSEE
JSEE has established in 1952 and been actively promoting the quality of engineering education with the joint efforts of universities, colleges of engineering, government laboratories and industrial companies. JSEE has established cooperative agreement with the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE), the European Society for Engineering Education (SEFI), and the Korean Society for Engineering Education (KSEE), and a member society of the International Association for Continuing Engineering Education (IACEE), the Association for Engineering Education in Southeast Asia, East Asia and the Pacific (AAESEAP) and the International Federation of Engineering Education Societies (IFiEES). JSEE is the principal engineering society to support Japan Accreditation Board for Engineering Education (JABEE) which joined the Washington Accord as a full signatory member in 2005.

JSEE International Session
JSEE has been holding the international session during its annual conference since 2006 to enhance the international communication and collaboration which are essential for both accreditation of engineering education and the certification of professional engineers.

International Session Award
From JSEE Annual Conference 2015, an outstanding presentation will be awarded as the best presentation of the International Session. The full-paper for the awarded presentation will be published in Journal of JSEE. The fee for the publication will be supported by JSEE. For more information, please see the announcement.

Themes
The theme for JSEE International Session 2020 is “International Cooperation in Engineering Education – Educating People, Building the Future - Engineering human resources development for Society 5.0 -”. Authors are invited to submit their paper proposals for the presentation.

Deadlines (Refer to JSEE homepage for details such as paper format, etc)
Submission of Full Paper: May 7, 2020, Acceptance Notice: Middle of June, 2020

Preliminary Program (draft)
September 9, 18:00 - 19:30 Reception
September 10, 8:55 - Morning, 13:10- Plenary, 14:20 - 17:00 Afternoon Session

Registration Fee
The registration fee will be announced in May. In addition, speakers will be charged “Presentation Fee”. The presentation fee will also be announced in May.

Contact Persons
Professor Tetsuo OKA, Shibaura Institute of Technology, JSEE International Affairs
e-mail: okat@sic.shibaura-it.ac.jp
Professor Miki HASEYAMA, Hokkaido University, JSEE International Affairs
e-mail: miki@ist.hokudai.ac.jp

School, Faculty and Graduate School of Engineering,
Hokkaido University
Kita 13, Nishi 8, Kita-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido
060-8628 Japan